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PMs,
As some of you are aware, RES will be developing a State-of-the-Art Consequence Analyses (SOARCA)
over the next 2 to 3 years. Back in the Fall of 2006, your respective plants (listed below) were notified
(by phone and by formal letter) that they were selected as a participant in the initial scope of the
SOARCA project.
Since that time, there have been some changes in the scope of the project/analyses and
implementation process. One of the updates to the project plan was the reselection of the initial plant
participants from your (previoulsy selected) respective plants to Surry and Peach Bottom. We (myself,
the Surry & PB PMs, and a rep from RES) plan to make our initial contact with the licensee as early as
tomorrow to discuss their participation and to inform them that the related press release is expected to
be issued on Friday, 4/27.
The expectation from DORL is for the PMs for the previously selected plants, to contact you licensing
POCs and inform them of this update. I have attached the brief script/talking points for you to go over
w/your licensee. If you are more comfortable w/me making the call, please let me know who is your
licensing POC, I will be more than happy to make the calls for you (or with you). I'd like to be ready
to make these brief phonecalls as early as this afternoon, but no later than 4/27. Specifically, the points
you will cover include:
1. Your plant is no longer an initial participant in the SOARCA project (contrary to the letter that was
sent to them in the Fall of 2006) due to the updated SOARCA plan.
2, A press release will be issued on Friday 4/27, providing an overview of the SOARCA project and
indicating that Surry and Peach Bottom will be the initial participating plants.
3, A formal letter from the NRC to the each previously selected plant will be sent to them which will
address this project plan change and "close out" the previously sent Fall 2006 letter (by early next
month).
4. If they have any questions, they can contact me (I have luckily been asked to be the NRR/DORL
POC for SOARCA matters).
Diablo Canyon - Alan Wang - letter dated xxx ML
Duane Arnold - Karl Feintuch - letter dated xxx ML
Fermi 2 - Meghan Thorpe-Kavanaugh - letter dated xxx ML
Salem - Rick Ennis - letter dated xxx ML
Seabrook - Ed Miller - letter dated xxx ML

